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gAbstract 
    In this paper, inner flow field model of underwater weapon is constructed; numerical calculation of the field is 
performed with Fluent software by the way of dynamic mesh method, thus simulation of inner ballistic of underwater 
weapon is accomplished, which may be a new way to describe inner process of underwater weapon more accurately. 
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g1 Introduction 
The domestic calculation of interior ballistic of underwater ordnance electropult is all the time based 
on the following assumption: in the transmitting tube, the pressure of the fluid (including gas, liquid or 
gas-liquid) that effects at the tail of the weapon is only the function of time, and it is simply considered 
that the pressure multiplied by the weapon’s sectional area makes the acting force of the pressure to the 
weapon. But this assumption ignores the spatial distribution characteristics of the pressure in the tube 
and the accuracy of the interior ballistic calculation will inevitably be affected. As the development of 
technology of the inner ballistic of underwater weapon and the increasing of various kinds of projectile 
weapons, the original calculation model of interior ballistic of underwater projectile device can not meet 
the demand of the fine design of newly developed projectile system and the accurate research of interior 
ballistic, it is necessary to adopt a more scientific and accurate method to describe the tubular process of 
the launch of underwater weapon. In  this paper, inner flow field model of underwater weapon is 
constructed; numerical calculation of the field is performed with Fluent software by the way of dynamic 
mesh method, thus simulation of inner ballistic of underwater weapon is accomplished, with the purpose 
of a more accurate description of the tubular process of underwater launch. 
g2 Problem statement and research ideas 
g2.1 The introduction of reciprocating hydraulic pressure balanced launch device 
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Reciprocating hydraulic balanced underwater launcher as in figure 1 is a kind of submarine launch 
device which is based on hydrostatic balance theory and uses the compressed air as the working 
medium to realize deep launch. It mainly consists of gas cylinder, emission valve, two-headed pistons, 
jar and transmitting valve and its working process is: the launch valve opens and the compressed air 
enters into the cylinder and pushes the piston move forward, then the piston squeezes the sea water out 
of the mouth of the jar and into the transmitting valve, so that the pressure in the valve increases and the 
weapon is pushed out of the valve. 
 
Figure 1 Diagram of reciprocating hydraulic balanced underwater launcher 
 
g2.2 The model of inner ballistic of the transmitting valve 
 
   In order to make the key point stand out, the research area is limited in the inner space of the 
transmitting valve and the model of the inner ballistic mainly describes the stress and the law of motion 
of the weapon under the effect of the pressure. 
 
Figure 2 The diagram of the stress of the weapon in the transmitting valve during the launching 
 
   As shown in figure 2, the stresses of the weapon are: gravity G, buoyancy F, frontal 
resistance
2)( subx vvA  , friction of the tube wall gf , thrust of the seawater gF and the static pressure of 
the external seawater. When the weapon moves, the pump constantly intakes seawater from outboard to 
supplement the volume behind it. The seawater flows out of the transmitting valve at the same sped of 
the weapon and the quantity of the water keeps increasing. Considering the moving seawater and the 
weapon as a whole, its motion equation is: 
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    In these formulas, tv is the moving speed of the weapon in transmitting valve; L is its movement; Tm  
is its quantity; Wm is the quantity of the seawater; gf is the friction; S is its cross-sectional area; 
subv is the speed of the submarine; U is the density of the seawater; Ax is the coefficient of the frontal 
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resistance; 0Wm is the original value of the quantity of the seawater; hp is the static pressure of the 
external seawater; gF is the pressure of the seawater on the weapon. 
 
g2.3Basic research ideas 
 
   In this paper, firstly the geometric model of the internal flow flied of the transmitting tube is 
established, mesh is generated and the mesh model needed for the calculation of Fluent software is 
produced. Then, the mesh model is leaded into Fluent, the solving equation is set, boundary conditions 
of the pressure at the transmitting tube entrance and exit are given, the kinematical parameters of the 
boundary mesh of the weapon are installed and the iterative calculation of the equations is made. When 
calculating, we can exactly compute the pressure of seawater on the weapon according to the integral of 
the seawater pressure on the surface of the tail to surface area, work out the accelerated speed of the 
weapon movement based on the model of the inner ballistic, as well as the kinematic velocity and the 
displacement, give them the kinematic parameters of the boundary mesh, and redistribute the mesh 
model. Finally the mesh model that is needed for the flow flied calculation at the next moment is 
generated so as to compute the new flow flied numerical value until the weapon comes out of the valve. 
 
g3 Model building 
 
    We can know from formula (1) that, in terms of a specific weapon at a certain depth, its kinematic 
velocity is only related to the seawater pressure on it, as shown in figure (2), besides, the pressure has 
nothing to do with the tail shape, thus achieving the simplification of weaponsÿ tail shape. In addition, 
because launch tube shape approximates to axisymmetric body, we can further simplify to two-
dimensional axisymmetric model. Figure 3 is the simplified geometric model of the inner flow field of 
the launch tube set up by making use of Gambit.  

Figure 3 The geometric model of the internal flow flied of the transmitting valve 
We can obtain grid models (as shown in figure 4(a)) by meshing geometric model as shown in figure 
3. When generating mesh, we need to refine it (as shown in figure 4(b)) because the clearance 
(especially that of the seal ring) between the launch tube and weapons is too narrow to divide evenly, 
thus improving the grid partition speed and numerical calculation speed (4) in the premise of ensuring 
accuracy. The number of the generated grids in the calculation is 33946, while the nod number is 20584. 
 
          (a) The mesh generation diagram                                               (b) Amplification image of the partial mesh of the sealing ring 
Figure 4 The mesh model of the internal flow flied of the transmitting valve 
 
g4 Numerical calculation 
 
g4.1 Dynamic grid principle 
 
The dynamic grid technology is a kind of technology enabling us to redivide the moving region 
grids with the movement of the flow field area; therefore, in the numerical calculation of the flow field 
in this paper, the weapons movement can be converted to redivision of the grids. 
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The conservation equation of the control body V with mobile boundary in scalarM  can be written 
as follows: 
³³³³ ww x* x VVV gV dVSAdAduudVdtd MMUMUM
GGGG )( (4) 
In the formula, U is the fluid density, uG stands for Flow velocity vector, guG is the velocity of the 
moving mesh, * represents the dispersion coefficient, MS is the source term ofM , as well as Vw is the 
boundary of the control bodyV . 
Using the formula for First-order backflow difference, we can write the derivative of formula (4) to 
time as follows: 
t
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n and 1n respectively stand for the number n and number n=+1 moments. The volume of the 
control body can be iteratively calculated by the following formula: 
t
dt
dVVV nn ' 1 (6) 
In this formula, 
dt
dV stands for the control body’s derivative of time. To satisfy the conservation 
equation (4), we can calculate the volume derivative of time according to the following formula: 
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In the formula, fn  represents the faces in the control body,  jA
G
 is vector of the face No. j , jVG the 
extensional quantities of face No. j  within t' . 
 
g4.2 Simulation of weapon movement achieved by making use of dynamic grid  
 
In this paper, we take advantage of dynamic mesh exercise to achieve weapon movement. With the 
movement of weapons, the weapons wall grid moves accordingly, the inner flow field grid of launch 
tube is redrawn, thus simulating the weapon movement .This process need to determine the moving 
velocity and displacement of the weapons wall grid, that is, the speed and displacement of the weapons.  
From the form (1), we can know thatˈat the moment of it , gf ǃ subv ǃ hP  are all constants for 
the particular weapons located in certain depth, and the moving speed of these weapons is only related 
to the sea water pressure at the tail, the pressure is equal to the integral of the pressure on the tail to the 
surface, namely: 
¦³ '  
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In this formula, giF  is the seawater pressure on the tail of the weapons at the moment of it ; S  is 
weapon tail surface; j  is the unit number on the curved surface of the tail. ijp  is the j the-unit 
seawater pressure and js'  is the j th unit area on the tail’s curved surface. 
According to the form (8), we can precisely work out the seawater pressure on the weapon at the 
moment of it , calculate the moving speed and displacement of the weapons by form (1, 2, 3), then 
determine the moving velocity and displacement of the weapons wall grid, thus achieving the redrawing 
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of the flow field grid of the launch tube by dynamic mesh exercise, figure 5 is the inner flow field grid 
figure of the launch tube when weapon moves 3m. 

Figure 5 The inner flow field grid figure of the launch tube when weapon moves 3m. 
 
g4.3 Numerical calculation 
 
Read the grid documents and check the grid in Fluent, set the properties of the fluid and the 
boundary conditions as well as the dynamic meshing parameters. To characterize the weapons 
movement, we can write and compile weapons movement function and finally initialize the model and 
begin to calculate. In order to better observe the flow field with the change of weapons movement, we 
can set up relevant flow field parameters animated settings first and respectively preserve the model and 
calculation results after the convergence. 
 
g5 The calculation results and analysis 
 
g5.1 Pressure distribution 
 
In the Fluent, a perfect post-processing function is provided, thus enabling us to analyze the 
calculated results, as well as display the spatial distribution of flow field with visual method. Figure 6 
shows the inner pressure distribution of the launch tube with the weapon moving at different moment. 


(a) Initial moment (b) When weapons run 0.3 s (c) Before weapons is out of the tube 
 
Figure 6 The inner pressure distribution of the launch tube with the weapon moving at different moment 
 
g5.2 Simulation results of the interior ballistic 
 
According to the form 7, we can work out the seawater pressure on the tail on the basis of the inner 
pressure of the launch tube when weapons run at different moment, thus we can figure out the average 
inner pressure of the launch tube by averaging the pressure on the tail cross section of the weapon (as 
shown in figure 7), that is: 
SFp gi /             (9) 
In this formula, giF  stands for the seawater pressure on the tail of the weapon at the moment of  
it  ; S  is the area of the weapon’s curved surface. 
We can work out the moving speed of the weapon at different moment by substituting giF  into the 
given formula, as shown in figure 8: 
 
g5.3 The analysis of the calculated results  
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According to the calculated results (as shown in figure 6, 7 and 8): 
(1)In the whole process the weapons run in the launch tube, the special distribution of the launch 
                                          
Figure 7 Comparative curve                                               Figure 8 Comparative curve 
for the average inner pressure of the launch tube                         for the velocity of weapons running in the launch tube 
tube’s inner fluid pressure is not balanced; besides, the special distribution situation is also different 
at different moments.  
(2) At the initial time of launching (as shown in figure 6), the fluid pressure tapers from the very 
beginning of the entry due to the annular clearance throttling of weapons and the launch tube . 
(3)With the movement of weapons, the annular clearance of weapons and the launch tube increase 
gradually, the pressure at the back of the launch tube gradually turns consistent with the pressure at the 
entrance of the slide set of valves, but with the pressure at the rear of weapons being always less than 
the entrance pressure. 
(4) In the whole process of launching, the acting force that fluid applicants to weapons is always less 
than the acting force in the classical theory calculation, which we can figure out according to figure 7. 
The broken line in the figure stands for the inner pressure of the launch tube in the classical theory 
calculation, while the real line represents the average pressure obtained by the flow field calculation 
which acts at the rear of weapons .Therefore, the exit velocity of the weapon worked out by numerical 
calculation is also less than the numerical value in the classical theory calculation (as shown in figure 8). 
 
g6 Conclusions 
 
In this paper, we set up the inner flow field model of the underwater weaponsÿ launch tube. We 
achieve the numerical calculation of the flow field by using the dynamic grid technology of the Fluent, 
and thus achieving the inner trajectory simulation of the weaponsÿ launching under water. We can 
figure it out according to the simulation results that in the whole process of weapons launch, the acting 
force that fluid applicants to weapons is always less than the acting force in the classical theory and  the 
exit velocity of the weapon worked out by numerical calculation is also less than the numerical value in 
the classical theory calculation because of the unbalanced special distribution of the launch tube’s inner 
fluid pressure and the pressure at the rear of weapons being always less than the entrance pressure. The 
inner trajectory simulation of weapons launch based on the flow field numerical calculation enhance the 
authenticity of the simulation and provide us a new method of describing the inner-launch process of the 
weapon’s underwater launch. 
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